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Open Source Landscape

- Economically efficient
- Technically efficient
- Strategically efficient
- Socially efficient
Users’ expectations

Users expect market-ready offerings (i.e.: code complemented by: packaging services, training, maintenance, support, etc.).

Users want a full business proposal, not just bare code.

Code is only a fraction of the software value-chain that delivers market-ready offerings.
OpenSource@Engineering

INTEGRATOR

open source adoption → Competitive lever

PURE PLAYER

global communities

INNOVATOR

R&D collaborative projects → DIGITAL AGENDA FOR EUROPE
SpagoBI : a unique solution
A unique solution

• The ONLY entirely open source Business Intelligence solution for enterprises
• The ONLY BI solution without any mandatory cost
• The ONLY BI product that can be embedded into others without licence problems or additional costs (IVS/OEM model)

• UNIQUE open source answers for:
  – Visual query builder for different source type (rdbms, file, WS)
  – User friendly OLAP client
  – Big data analysis
  – What-if analysis
  – Self-service in-memory cockpit with data mash-up
  – Location Intelligence
  – Social listening, sentiment analysis, campaigns evaluation
Open source for enterprise

• Technical points:
  – User profiling, visibility rules
  – Functionalities for administrator
  – Scalable
  – Portable
  – Multitenant
  – BI lifecycle
  – Cache management

• Other:
  – Full-services guaranteed
  – Bug tracker
  – Trouble ticketing
  – Engineering Group
  – OW2 consortium
Analytical features
Analytical documents’ scope

- **Ready-to-use**
  - Report
  - Chart
  - Interactive cockpit
  - KPI
  - Mobile

- **Build-by-yourself:**
  - Ad-hoc reporting
  - Self-service BI
  - In-memory cockpit

- **Explorative**
  - OLAP cube
  - Visual Inquiring

- **Advanced Analytics:**
  - Location Intelligence
  - Data mining
  - RT console
  - Network analysis
  - What-if
  - Social listening
Live demo
Hot topics
Hot topics

- Big data
- What-if
- Mash-up & federation
- Data mining
- Social listening
- Cloud
Big data & Business Intelligence

• Tasks:
  
  – Manage big-data (ETL) → Talend
  
  – Read, interpret and show big-data (BI) → SpagoBI
  
  – Big-data and real-time (BI) → SpagoBI
ETL: Analytical databases & appliances

Connectors from/to:
- Greenplum
- Netezza
- Sybase
- Teradata
- VectorWise
- Vertica
- HDFS
- HBase
- Hive
- Cassandra
- MongoDB
SpagoBI - load

Certified appliances:
- Teradata
- VectorWise

Connectors from:
- Cassandra
- HBase
- Hive
- Impala
- Hadoop

RT with:
- Storm
- WS02

More:
- Scheduled data-set
- In-memory data set
Big data analysis

- DataSet component drives big data as data towards analytical engines
- DataSet can be processed by advanced techniques (mining)
- DataSet immediately opens new doors
- New data source → a new implementation for the dataset → every SpagoBI solution immediately works on it

Next steps:
- Data federation
- RT
- sandbox
Intuitive what-if solution

- Based on a OLAP model
- Write-back
- Meta-language to set new values
- Propagation up to the leaves and root
- Management of versions and scenarios
Architecture

Client Web (ExtJS)
  Rest Services
  Client Java
  Pivot4J
  Olap4J
  Mondrian
  Cache
  DB

MDX Server

WriteBack4J

Legend:
- Green: Original modules
- Light blue: Standard libraries
- Teal: OLAP engine
- Light grey: Improvements
Self-service in-memory cockpit

- Design by yourself
- Multiple and shared data sets
- Associative logic
- In-line filters
- Mashup capabilities
Dashboard – logical architecture
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The only OS product for social listening

- Social listening
- RT monitoring & historical data
- Sentiment evaluation
- Evaluation of impacts on:
  - Visibility and interest
  - Business
- Multilanguage
- Text and data mining
- Gets insights
- Multiple perspectives
Data/text mining and advanced visualization

- Integration of R, the most used data mining tool
- Data scientists as new target
- Advanced visualization for anyone
- New resource for Big data analysis and social listening
Targets

• Use R scripting language
• Execute it on R
• Interactive/automatic execution
• Display multiple outputs
• Execute multiple scripts
• Use multiple datasets
• Use R powerful charts
• Use SpagoBI AD
• Use SpagoBI datasets
• R per user workspace
Features

- **JRI libraries (RForge)**: Java/R Interface, which allows to run R inside Java applications as a single thread.
  
  > R environment installed on the same machine of spagoBI server (for beta release)

- **Rserve libraries (RForge)**: TCP/IP server which allows other programs to use facilities of R

  > R remote installation (Rserve)
The SpagoBI data mining document

- **Datasets**
  - CSV files labeled 1, 2, 3

- **Scripts**
  - R packages

- **Output**
  - Charts and graphs labeled A

- **Command**
<DATA_MINING>

<PARAMETERS>
  <PARAMETER name="par1" alias="Param1"/>
</PARAMETERS>

<DATASETS>
  <DATASET name="fileDS" readType="table" type="file" label="label Data set 1">
    <![CDATA[...read_options...]]>
  </DATASET>
  <DATASET name="spagobiDS" spagobiLabel="datasetQQQ" type="spagobi_ds" label="label Data set 2"/>
</DATASETS>

<SCRIPTS>
  <SCRIPT name="scriptAAA" mode="auto" datasets="fileDs,spagobiDS" label="label Script1">
    <![CDATA[...x,y...]]>
  </SCRIPT>
  <SCRIPT name="scriptBBB" mode="manual" datasets="fileDs" label="label Script2">
    <![CDATA[...z...]]>
  </SCRIPT>
</SCRIPTS>

<COMMANDS>
  <COMMAND name="command1" scriptName="scriptAAA" label="label Command 1" mode="auto" action="function1(x)">
    <OUTPUTS>
      <OUTPUT type="image" name="a" value="x" function="plot" mode="auto" label="label Output 1"/>
      <OUTPUT type="image" name="c" value="z,k" function="biplot" mode="manual" label="label Output 2"/>
      <OUTPUT type="text" name="b" value="y" mode="manual" label="label Output 4"/>
    </OUTPUTS>
  </COMMAND>
  <COMMAND name="command2" scriptName="scriptBBB" label="label Command 2" mode="manual">
    <OUTPUTS>
      <OUTPUT type="text" name="c" value="z" function="function2(y,z)" mode="manual" label="label Output 1"/>
    </OUTPUTS>
  </COMMAND>
</COMMANDS>
</DATA_MINING>
Hot topics: Cloud / SaaS

- In three words:
  - Client=browser
  - Multitenant
  - Self-service capabilities
Multitenant: case #1
Multitenant: case #2
Roadmap and next steps
Roadmap

• Architecture review (REST compliant) → embedded BI

• Analytical Engines
  – OLAP (export, calculated field, drill-through, print, search)
  – What-if (more algorithms, multi-user, I/O)
  – Cockpit (association discovery, new widgets, multiple sorting)
  – Social listening: more sources
  – New chart engine
  – Parametric data mining processes with R
  – Qbe: data federation
  – Improvements on mobile engine

• Ad-hoc & self-service
  – My Analysis from smart filter
  – My Data: data set preview

• SpagoBI Meta: metamodel lifecycle

• New topics:
  – Open data (ckan integration)
  – Linked Open Data (GUI for semantic inquiring)

• Big data
  – RT, HDFS in R/W mode
  – Advanced analysis and visualization

• Offering: Cloud

• Association discovery on cockpit
• Social listening
• Data federation
• Metamodel lifecycle
• Open data
• Linked OD / semantic inquiring
• (big) Data visualization
Make your own solution
How to

• **Enterprise BI project:**
  – External user authentication and profile settings
  – Internal visibility rules based on received profile
  – SSO
  – L&F thematization
  – Multiple data sources

• **Analytical application**
  – Data model
  – ETL processes
  – Ready to use documents
  – Import/export

• **Embedded BI**
  – SDK usage

• **Services based on BI**
  – Multitenant
  – Cloud